
ARTIST GUIDE
A New View will transform six highly visible spaces along Camden’s public 
transportation corridors from eyesores used for illegal dumping into multi-purpose 
community forums.  These converted spaces will host dynamic temporary art 
installations and creative programming that will provide a new view to the more 
than 65,000 people who travel through Camden daily and its 77,000 residents.

January 2020

www.anewviewcamden.com





THE ARTISTS
Site #1

 DKLA Design
“Invincible Cat” 

Site #2
Terreform ONE: 

Mitchell Joachim, Vivian Kuan, Zack Saunders, 
Theo Dimitrasopoulos, and Nicholas Gervasi

“Bio-Informatic Digester: Waste as Fuel for Biodiversity”

 Site #3
 Amanda Schachter & Alexander Levi, 

SLO Architecture
“Turntable” 

Site #4
Athena Steen & Josh Sarantitis

“Touching the Earth”

Site #5
Tyler FuQua Creations

“Mechan 11: The Collector”

Site #6
The Myth Makers,

Donna Dodson & Andy Moerlein
“The Phoenix Festival”

--------
Erik James Montgomery

“Camden Is… (Blight to Bright)”

Tom Marchetty, The Factory Workers
“Pod Park”

131 applications for A New View were submitted from all across the country, with 20 finalists, 
and ultimately 8 winners carefully chosen by curators Kimberly Camp and Judith Tannenbaum. 
The winning artists represent a diverse cross-section of medium, experience, and background.



INVINCIBLE CAT
   DKLA Design

SITE #1
Whitman Avenue & 

West Pershing Street
WHITMAN PARK

Don Kennell and Lisa Adler met as graduate students at Rutgers University in the 1990’s. Don and Lisa’s first 
art collaboration was an art car commissioned by “Art Matters” of New York City. This interactive, mobile art 
event travelled the country in the summer of 1995. The art car was an experiment in making a community out 
of strangers. Don and Lisa moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico in 2000 to raise a family close to wide-open spaces 
and live in a city with a thriving arts community. Don maintained a career as an artist and Lisa taught at the College of Santa Fe while they both raised 
their daughters. In the early 2000’s Lisa led a number of community initiatives that connected students with local businesses, nonprofits and community 
development projects. During this time, Don and Lisa co-taught classes on the intersection of art and society.

Don and Lisa founded DKLA Design in 2015. Their company mission is to activate public space while bringing nature into human consciousness. Since 
this time they have created numerous public and private commissions throughout the United States and Canada. Their latest project has been a 35-
foot tall polar bear made from recycled car hoods currently on an international tour with an environmental message.  The DKLA Design project team 
includes: Don Kennell- lead artist, Lisa Adler- production manager, Zach Greer- welder/fabricator, Caleb Smith- welder/fabricator, Joel Sisson- welder/
fabricator,  Zach Nicholas- welder/fabricator.

Invincible Cat is a monumental panther made from repurposed black car hoods. The sculpture will be 36’ 
long, 7’ tall and 10’ wide. It has a steel armature that will allow elements of the piece to function as sturdy 
urban furniture. DKLA Design sees this animal as a symbolic protector of the space it occupies. Panthers 
are rare creatures and hold a mythic place in popular imagination. They are strong and agile, revered and 
respected. The sculpture will embody these qualities as well as engage the imagination of its viewers. How 
did this creature get here? What does it want from me? 

Invincible Cat is made from cast off relics of our carbon addiction. These materials, once a part of the 
waste stream of our fast-paced global economy, take on new life and urgency, becoming a potent symbol 
of nature as well as the power of imagination and hard work. The piece becomes a mascot, an opportunity 
for individuals to create their own narrative about their place and time in the world. DKLA Design sees it 
as a site for gatherings, playful encounters, and that Instagrammable moment that lives on in social media, 
widening the conversation about community, identity and waste.

Invincible Cat addresses illegal dumping by taking materials (car parts) commonly dumped and considered 
trash and transforming these materials into a symbol of community protection. The sculpture will occupy 
the space in a way that invigorates the site, turning a vacant place into a location that has purpose and 
significance for those who are there. It is a way of saying - this place is important, this place is full of joy 
and imagination, this place is protected. The sculpture acknowledges the value of site, materials, narrative, 
energy and people. Invincible Cat is intended to bring people together and build community around 
shared values.  
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   DKLA Design

BIO-INFORMATIC DIGESTER:
Waste as Fuel for Biodiversity
   Terreform ONE: Mitchell Joachim, Vivian Kuan, Zack Saunders, 

Theo Dimitrasopoulos, and Nicholas Gervasi

The Bio-Informatic Digester is a machine in the garden that utilizes mealworms to eat 
styrofoam packaging from e-waste. At the base, the tesseract showcases mealworms 
devouring community-donated styrofoam and at the top, mycelium erodes over time to 
reveal the biodiversity graph and future projections of Camden, NJ. Tapping into Camden’s 
roots as the first county in the state to mandate recycling, this project demonstrates a 
new method of biologically-driven recycling that can contribute to urban biodiversity. 
Furthermore, the project visualizes the often-unseen beneficial insect behavior in cities. 
Manifesting ecological routines into a visible spectacle is a utilitarian mechanism for 
building awareness and communicating intentions. Instead of burying or hiding urban 
metabolic infrastructure, reversing its presence is desirable. This machine will show nature 
as an aestheticized and functional event in its myriad of forms. It will offer the community 
the capacity to see waste, energy or water systems in flux – highlighting their value and 
immediacy.

Terreform ONE [Open Network Ecology] is a nonprofit architecture and urban design research group. 
They endeavor to combat the extinction of all planetary species through pioneering acts of design. 
Their projects aim to illuminate the environmental possibilities of habitats, cities and landscapes 
across the globe.

SITE #2
Chestnut Street &

Orchard Street
GATEWAY
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TURNTABLE
   Amanda Schachter & Alexander Levi, SLO Architecture

Legend tells that Harding and Son’s Windmill, operating during the 18th century on a once-
existing island between Camden and Philadelphia, is buried somewhere under Camden. 
During low tide a sandbar, from what is now Cooper’s Poynt Waterfront Park, formed a land-
passage directly to the island that was critical for transporting goods, helping make Camden 
a vital hub.

Camden abounds with lost history. RCA Victor recorded the 20th century classical and 
jazz greats, but many original vinyl from its Cooper Street warehouse were dumped at the 
shoreline in 1971, and then bulldozed alongside dynamited rubble.

With Turntable, the discarded is unearthed, reconsidered. At Cooper’s Poynt Waterfront 
Park, a wind-powered beacon becomes a shoreline focal point. Using wind energy captured 
by thousands of cut two-liter soda bottles, a cylinder spins above a ring of scaffolding. 
Within, a diaphanous dome of discarded plastics and an oculus open to the sky, the piece 
offers a space to contemplate the cycles of Camden’s history and potential energy ahead. 

Amanda Schachter and Alexander Levi are architects and principals of SLO Architecture. They 
have won a number of awards in the past decade for their work including a New York Foundation 
of the Arts Fellowship in Architecture and Environmental Structures, the Dwell Vision Award, the 
Fitch Foundation Blinder Award and named a best new practice by the  AIANY in 2012. Schachter 
received her Master of Architecture from Princeton University, and Levi from Yale University. With 
a focus on rethreading natural ecologies and histories in the urban fabric, Schachter and Levi use 
architecture as a means to bring about social activism in local communities.

SITE #3
Cooper’s Poynt
Waterfront Park, 

801 Delaware Ave.
NORTH CAMDEN
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TOUCHING THE EARTH
   Athena Steen & Josh Sarantitis 

Touching the Earth is a series of clay/earth installations that will be constructed in collaboration 
with Camden families, residents and artists. Athena Steen and Josh Sarantitis will lead 
workshops on building with straw and plastering with clay mix to create three totemic sculptures 
representing the creative spirit of the people of Camden. Mini parklets made from Cedar and 
Black Locust, and planted with native plants and vegetables will create a safe environment for 
the totems to “live” near. Workshops in urban horticulture, public art design and fabrication will 
allow participation at all levels of the production and installation. An opening ceremony will raise 
awareness of the location, and daily construction workshops will allow for maximum connection 
to community.  

Athena Steen comes from a family of well-known Native American potters, sculptors and artists.  She grew up building with clay and adobe, 
and loves sculpting spaces and walls like giant pots. Connecting function and form, she plays with texture, color and line to create beautiful 
pattern and design.  In the early 80’s, when in college, after building her first small, off-grid, passive solar house out of straw bales, she believed 
she invented strawbale construction.  Even though she didn’t, her influence in the world of natural building has been widespread. For over 
25 years, as directors of the Canelo Project, a non-profit organization, she and her husband, have been teaching and hosting workshops in 
strawbale, natural plasters, earthen floors, earthen ovens, straw-clay blocks, domes, vaults, cob, etc. While incorporating many commonsense 
tools and techniques from other countries, their focus remains on simple, low-cost, low-skill methods that build community. She is the co-
author of several books, including “The Straw Bale House,” “Small Strawbale,” and “Built by Hand.” Steen also publishes and designs books. 

Josh Sarantitis is an internationally acclaimed public artist. His work is visionary in its scope, and transformational in its inclusivity. Collaboration 
and intention are what drives his artwork. Sarantitis has created over 50 mosaics, sculptural installations and murals in cities throughout 
the US and abroad, including San Francisco, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland, Tucson, Phoenix, Memphis, Minneapolis, Seville, Berlin, and 
Paris. Sarantitis was born and raised in New York City. After attending Oberlin College, he moved further west to Arizona and then settled 
in Philadelphia and then St.Paul, MN. In 2012, he relocated back to New York and currently resides in Brooklyn. Seamlessly working with 
architects, engineers, government agencies, students and residents from diverse ethnic, cultural and socio-economic communities he has 
been instrumental in transforming community mural art into a mainstream movement. Highly collaborative projects include: a Tucson gateway 
bridge overpass comprised of plasma-cut steel elements and illuminated columns that illustrate the life and influence of Cesar Chavez; Legacy 
for the Mural Arts Program of Philadelphia that transformed 4,000 square feet of glass tile into a photorealistic mosaic and invited public- 
school students from throughout the city to help place the one million glass pieces; and Peace is a Haiku Song, a collaborative mural with Sonia 
Sanchez, and co-artist Parris Stancell in Philadelphia. Sarantitis just completed a 2.5 year position with the MIT Media Lab’s Social Computing 
group led by Sep Kamvar. During his time there he helped to develop an agile portable and modular parklet system to be deployed throughout 
urban areas bringing permaculture principles and edible foods to inner-city areas devoid of parks and green-space. 

SITE #4
5th Street &
Erie Street

NORTH CAMDEN
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MECHAN 11: THE COLLECTOR
   Tyler FuQua Creations

Mechan 11 will be the first standing robot 
built by Tyler FuQua Creations.  At around 
15 feet tall, Mechan 11 is a steel creature 
that is picking up giant pieces of litter. It 
is referred to as “The Collector” by its 
fellow robots. Its glowing heart chamber 
serves as a reminder that we have to love 
and take care of this planet because it is 
the only one we have.  

Tyler FuQua Creations is a group of creatively skilled people from Portland, Oregon who are 
best known for their Mechan series of giant robots.   Specializing in interactive art, Tyler FuQua 
Creations looks for inspiration from their love of sci-fi, nature, and all things trippy.  They have 
been creating art for over 18 years and have been featured internationally as well as in a handful 
of museums, including the Smithsonian.  Though they create a lot of large steel art projects, 
they don’t like to be tied down to any one medium.  They often mix in fabric, plastics, wood, and 
almost always, some form of mind-blowing illumination.  From giant sculptures, to costumes, 
to giant puppets, to full-scale theatrical productions, Tyler FuQua Creations doesn’t let their 
imaginations get in the way of the next project.  

SITE #5
State Street 

Pedestrian Bridge 
State Street @ Cooper River
CRAMER HILL
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THE PHOENIX FESTIVAL
   The Myth Makers, Donna Dodson & Andy Moerlein

Phoenix Festival is comprised of two monumental 22 feet tall sculptures out of bamboo, 
decorated with colorful recycled objects. Leading up to the grand installation, the artists will 
work with Camden educators and neighbors to create individual flags for the Festival. During 
a week long residency on site, The Myth Makers will work with community volunteers to build 
and decorate a large open amphitheater for gatherings and events - both spontaneous and 
organized. A series of welcoming pathways will connect the sculptures and the Gathering Place 
into a playful park setting. The goal for The Phoenix Festival is to create an adored space - as 
art is a catalyst for change. 

The Myth Makers, Donna Dodson & Andy Moerlein, are an established artist team from Boston,  
Massachusetts. They have completed over 50 public art projects in the past 10 years, in 13 states, 
plus Peru, Switzerland, China and Taiwan. Working at the intersection of art, science and social 
activism, the artists use materials and tools with a low carbon footprint to create monumental 
public art with a message. The Myth Makers are known for presenting an art experience that 
intrigues the press, fosters political awareness and draws the curious public.

SITE #6
1401 Federal Street

EAST CAMDEN
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CAMDEN IS... (BLIGHT TO BRIGHT)
   Erik James Montgomery

The Erik James Montgomery Foundation will create 75 photographic portraits of 
Camden residents to highlight the A New View marketing campaign. These images 
will exemplify the power and perseverance of the great people of Camden, New 
Jersey. The images will be paired with large text stating, “CAMDEN IS…” and then 
followed by the word that each individual subject selects to define the Invincible 
City of Camden. These images will humanize the city of Camden which for many 
years was dumped on. Residents strive to redefine themselves through academics, 
achievements and artwork.

Erik James Montgomery is a self taught, fine art photographer who creates relevant, thought-provoking, visually unique imagery. He grew up in the 
inner city of East Orange, New Jersey where many of his peers fell into the traps of crime, drugs, self-hate and ultimately, death. Determined not 
to become a statistic but a success, Erik chose to delve into various genres of art including illustration, dance, graffiti and eventually photography.

Erik’s fine art photography focuses on inspirational, cultural and societal themes. His viewpoint is from a photojournalistic standpoint where his 
imagery tells a complete story in one shot. Erik’s photography gives a visual voice to every one of his subjects thereby becoming a photographic 
storyteller and an important documentarian of this era.

Erik is the owner of EJM Photography and the founder of the Erik James Montgomery Foundation, both located 
in Camden, New Jersey. EJM Photography creates personalized portraits, inspirational images and provides 
photographic coverage for special events and weddings. Additionally, Erik has showcased his photography at 
various art galleries, universities and community events over the past 25 years.

In 2011, Erik founded The Erik James Montgomery Foundation. The EJM Foundation is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to instructing at-risk youth in the artistic development of professional photography. His students learn 
the fundamentals of the craft as well as being introduced to entrepreneurship. The Foundation also creates public 
works of art for impoverished neighborhoods in order to transform blight into beauty.

Erik is tirelessly working on several projects including PSA’s targeted at social issues, a photographic version of 
the Bible and several exhibits featuring his artwork. Erik’s goal is to create “photo co-operatives” in underserved 
areas around the world so youth can learn photography and exhibit their art. Through exhibitions, photographic 
books, public art and various collaborations, Erik James Montgomery plans to have his impact felt for generations 
to come. 7



POD PARK
   Tom Marchetty, The Factory Workers

Tom Marchetty will create functional freestanding 
spaces with the use of urban timber, repurposed 
steel, salvaged parts, and i-beams. These spaces 
or “Pods” will be dropped onto any site creating 
a gathering spot. The use of metal roofing will 
add shaded areas to some sites that have no trees 
for shade and relaxation. The positive feel and 
look of these “Pods” will engage the visitors and 
community to use these sites in ways other than 
illegal dumping.  

The Factory Workers opened its doors in 2012 as a makerspace. It was created using salvaged machinery 
and equipment from factories and shops that had closed down or gone out of business in the surrounding 
Philadelphia and Camden area. But the whole thing started long before that. Tom Marchetty’s family 
started their own business, Marchetty Machinery, on Federal Street in the City of Camden, the year he 
was born. They serviced industrial machinery for all the factories in Philadelphia and Camden in the 
’70s, ’80s, and ’90s. During this time, more and more of the factories Marchetty Machinery served were 
going out of business due to the rise of foreign trade. When those factories went out of business, the 
Marchetty family would purchase the old machines, fix them up and resell them to smaller companies 
that were just starting off. Over the years, more and more shops and factories continued to close in 
this region, and an increasing number of people were going to the business to purchase machines for 
the operations they’d moved to other countries. Tom Marchetty got tired of seeing great old machines 
sent abroad and not being used here in the United States, so he decided to do something about it. He 
bought an old foreclosed movie theater, fixed it up, upgraded the electrical, and moved machinery into 
the building. That building became The Factory, New Jersey’s largest makerspace. Now, The Factory 
also inlcudes office and studio spaces to help other kinds of workers, from illustrators to tech startups 
to music teachers. The Factory Workers is a dedication to all the men and women who lost their jobs. 
They now use those old salvaged machines to create one of a kind projects and custom tables using 
Repurposed Urban Timber. They are known as, The Factory Workers.
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A New View is a collaboration by the City of Camden, Cooper’s Ferry Partnership, 
Rutgers-Camden Center for the Arts, and Bloomberg Philanthropies.

About the Public Art Challenge: 
In February 2018, Bloomberg Philanthropies invited mayors of 
U.S. cities with 30,000 residents or more to submit proposals for 
temporary public art projects that address important civic issues and 
demonstrate an ability to generate public-private collaborations, 
celebrate creativity and urban identity, and strengthen local 
economies.  

More than 200 cities applied for the 2018 Public Art Challenge with 
proposals reflecting diverse artistic mediums addressing a range of 
pressing issues and social themes such as community development, 
environmental sustainability, cultural identity, and immigration.  

Five cities won the Public Art Challenge: Anchorage, Alaska 
“SEED Lab,” Camden, New Jersey “A New View,” Coral Springs in 
partnership with Parkland, Florida for “Inspiring Community Healing 
After Gun Violence: The Power of Art,” Jackson, Mississippi “Fertile 
Ground,” and Tulsa, Oklahoma for “The Greenwood Art Project.” 


